Quickly and Safely Remove Hood Filters.
The Baffle Boss® is the ultimate tool for hood filter removal. It makes the cumbersome job of reaching and removing filters a simple operation and eliminates unsafe removal procedures. Designed to be used with most major brand hood filters.

**No. 129-1090**
- Lifting prongs adjust from 9\(\frac{3}{4}\)" to 15" across to accommodate most filter brands and sizes
- 10\(\frac{3}{4}\)" x 14\(\frac{3}{4}\)" fork ensures stable handling
- 5' pole
- Fork can be adjusted to 5 different positions to conform to any hood angle
- Lightweight for ease of handling
- Folds flat for easy storage
- Patent no. 6507987

**ACCESSORIES AND REPLACEMENT PARTS**

No. 129-1252 Set of universal prongs
No. 129-1089 4" wall bracket kit
No. 129-1095 Hardware kit
- Includes 4 carriage bolts, 4 lock washers, 4 wing nuts, 2 clevis pins, 2 hair pins, and 1 rubber end cap
No. 129-2006 Baffle filter locking tool
- For use with most baffle filters using locking handles
- 49" long

**Baffle Filter Locking Tool**
- Allows easy reach

**TAKE CHARGE OF YOUR HOOD FILTER CLEANING!**
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